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요 약

기후온난화에 대처하기 위한 방안 중, CO2 해양지중저장은 성공가능성이 높은 수단중의 하나로써 각광받고 있

다. CO2 해양지중저장은 대량 발생원으로부터 CO2를 포집하여 저장지로 수송한 후, 가스저장층이나 염대수층 등

과 같은 해저 지질구조 내에 CO2를 저장하는 공정 전체를 아울러 지칭한다. 우리는 2005년부터 CO2 해양지중

저장 관련 기술들을 개발해왔으며, 주요 기술 개발 분야에는 CO2 저장후보지 탐색과 CO2 수송 및 저장공정을

위한 기본 설계가 포함된다. 신뢰성 있는 CO2 해양지중저장 시스템설계를 위해, 가상시나리오를 개발하였으며

수치해석 프로그램을 이용하여 전체공정을 분석하였다. CO2 포집원으로부터 주입저장지로 CO2를 수송하는 공정

은 열역학 상태방정식으로 모사 가능하다. 본격적인 설계공정에 대한 수치해석을 수행하기에 앞서 관련 열역학

상태방정식들을 비교 및 분석하였다. 분석된 상태방정식들의 정확도를 평가하기 위해 참조문헌의 실험데이터와

수치계산결과를 비교하였다. 현재까지 진행된 CO2 해양지중저장 공정설계는 주로 순수한 CO2를 대상으로 하였

다. 하지만 포집된 CO2 혼합물은 질소, 산소, 아르곤, 물, 황화수소 등의 불순물을 포함하고 있다. 작은 양의 불

순물이 포함될 시에도 열역학적 물성치가 바뀔 뿐 만 아니라, 압축, 정제, 수송 공정 전체에 막대한 영향을 미치

게 되므로 간과되어서는 안 된다. 본 논문에서는 해상 및 육상 CO2 수송에 영향을 미치는 주요 설계 인자들을

분석하였으며, 가상 시나리오의 매개변수에 관한 연구를 수행한 다음, 유량, 직경, 온도, 압력 등의 설계 인자들

의 변화 범위를 제시하고자 하였다.

Abstract – Offshore subsurface storage of CO2 is regarded as one of the most promising options to response severe

climate change. Marine geological storage of CO2 is to capture CO2 from major point sources, to transport to the

storage sites and to store CO2 into the offshore subsurface geological structure such as the depleted gas reservoir

and deep sea saline aquifer. Since 2005, we have developed relevant technologies for marine geological storage

of CO2. Those technologies include possible storage site surveys and basic designs for CO2 transport and storage

processes. To design a reliable CO2 marine geological storage system, we devised a hypothetical scenario and used a

numerical simulation tool to study its detailed processes. The process of transport CO2 from the onshore capture

sites to the offshore storage sites can be simulated with a thermodynamic equation of state. Before going to main

calculation of process design, we compared and analyzed the relevant equation of states. To evaluate the predictive

accuracies of the examined equation of states, we compare the results of numerical calculations with experimental

reference data. Up to now, process design for this CO2 marine geological storage has been carried out mainly on

pure CO2. Unfortunately the captured CO2 mixture contains many impurities such as N2, O2, Ar, H2O, SOx, H2S. A

small amount of impurities can change the thermodynamic properties and then significantly affect the compression,

purification and transport processes. This paper analyzes the major design parameters that are useful for con-
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structing onshore and offshore CO2 transport systems. On the basis of a parametric study of the hypothetical sce-

nario, we suggest relevant variation ranges for the design parameters, particularly the flow rate, diameter, temperature,

and pressure.

Keywords: Climate change(기후변화), Carbon dioxide(이산화탄소), Carbon dioxide capture and storage(이산화탄

소 포집 및 저장), CO2 Storage in Marine Geological Structure(이산화탄소 해양지중저장), Impurity(불순물)

1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) technology is

regarded as one of the most promising emission reduction

options for the mitigation of climate change and global warm-

ing (Metz et al.[2005]). The technology of CCS involves a pro-

cess of capturing CO2 from industrial and energy-related sources

(such as a power plant), transporting it from its sources to the

storage sites, and storing it in the geological structures for long-

term isolation from the atmosphere. Although the technology

for large-scale injection of CO2 into geological formations for

various purposes is already commercially available and fairly

well developed, the long-term storage of CO2 in marine geo-

logical structures is still in the development stage.

The purpose of this paper is to briefly introduce Korean

R&D programs on the transport and storage of CO2 and a study

on the fluid flow behavior and thermal characteristics of onshore

and offshore CO2 mixture transport systems. To develop the

technologies for CO2 storage in marine geological structures,

we undertook a relevant R&D project that included the follow-

ing: an initial survey of potentially suitable marine geological

structures for a CO2 storage site, monitoring of behavior of

stored CO2, the basic design of CO2 transport and storage pro-

cesses as well as onshore and offshore plants, and assessment

of potential marine environmental risks related to CO2 storage

in geological structures. By using the results of the current

research, we plan to construct and verify about 1 Mt-CO2 trans-

port and storage process in a marine geological structure of the

East Sea of Korea (Kang and Huh[2008]).

2. SCENARIO OF CO2 TRANSPORT AND 

STORAGE

We carried out various research activities which can be cat-

egorized into the following four parts; 1) the process design for

the transport and storage of CO2 in a marine geological struc-

ture, including analysis of the thermodynamic properties of

CO2 and its hydrate behavior, design of purification, dehydra-

tion, compression, pipeline transport and injection systems; 2)

a survey of storage sites, including investigation of the funda-

mental mechanism of CO2 geological storage, the selection of

sites for CO2 oceanic geological storage, and the development

of a device that monitors the behavior and leakage of CO2

stored underground; 3) the design of plant systems, including

the pipeline, injection facility, and a CO2-carrying vessel; and

4) an environmental assessment of CO2 ocean storage, includ-

ing analysis of a probabilistic release scenario, the modeling of

CO2 dispersion, risk assessment of the deep ocean ecosystem,

and biological impact on marine organisms. In this paper, we

focused on the CO2 transport for CCS application.

We made a hypothetical backbone scenario of CO2 transport

and storage in a marine geological structure. As shown in Fig. 1,

the whole process consists of three process plants (two for

onshore and one for offshore) and three transport zones (one

for onshore and two for offshore). Onshore plant 1 performs

preprocesses that includes purification, dehydration, and com-

pression which are followed by a capture process. Unfortu-

nately, the CO2 mixture captured from a power plant and a

steel-making plant includes acid gases (e.g., H2S), non-con-

densable gases (e.g., N2, Ar and O2) and water vapor, all of

which affect the subsequent onshore and offshore transport and

injection processes. The acid gases and water in the CO2 mix-

ture can cause severe trouble in the transport system, particu-

larly corrosion of the pipeline. Furthermore, the existence of

water in the CO2 mixture can lead to the formation of hydrate

in high-pressure, low-temperature conditions. Thus, the removal

of acid gases, non-condensable gases and water vapor should

be carried out in plant 1 before the transport and injection of

the captured CO2 mixture. To deliver a large volume of CO2 via

the pipeline over a long distance, we need to overcome the

pressure drop. High-pressure compression is also needed in

plant 1 to ensure there is an adequate flow potential. The com-

pression system may consist of multi-stage centrifugal compres-

sors, inter-coolers, liquid-vapor separators, and an after-cooler.

The after-cooler controls the outlet temperature of the CO2

mixture to obtain the required thermodynamic state of the CO2

mixture for transportation and injection.

If the offshore storage site is located too far from the land to
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transport the captured and pretreated CO2 with the pipeline net-

work, the CO2 can be transported in a low-temperature liquid

state with transport vessels. Recompression or liquefaction or

both of CO2 can be carried out in plant 2, which is installed in

the boundary of a continental region. If the liquefied CO2 is to

be transported by ship, numerous temporary storage tanks must

be installed together with a loading system in plant 2. Plant 3,

which is installed far offshore above an offshore underground

storage site, performs the injection process. The distance

between the source sites and the storage sites is important for

the installation of the offshore injection plant 3.

Based on the hypothetical backbone scenario of Fig. 1, the

process of transporting the CO2 from the source sites to the

storage sites can be divided into three zones. Zone 1 represents

the onshore pipeline transport region where the captured and

pretreated CO2 is delivered from plant 1 to plant 2. The pipe-

line in zone 1 may be buried at a depth of 1 m below ground to

protect public access and minimize heat losses. Zone 2 repre-

sents the offshore pipeline transport region where the CO2 is

delivered from plant 2 to plant 3. If the delivery distance from

plant 2 to plant 3 is too long for the pipeline, the liquefied CO2

mixture in plant 2 is transported by a CO2-carrying vessel in

zone 2. In this case, zone 2 represents the offshore ship transport

region. In summary, zone 2 can represent either the offshore

pipeline network or marine transport by ship. Zone 3 represents

the injection region from the offshore injection facilities in plant 3

or the seabed to a deep sub-sea underground storage site.

The costs for transporting CO2 to the storage site strongly

depend on the distance and the quantity of CO2 transported. We

studied various useful methods of transporting CO2 to the stor-

age site while considering specific situations such as distance

and the volume of CO2. Although the construction cost of the

pipeline is very expensive, it could safely and continually seques-

trate a large volume of CO2. Shipping can be effective if the

ship gathers a small volume of CO2 from several places.

Even though from a technical and economical viewpoint the

transport and storage system depends on the geographical con-

ditions, we can apply our scenario of CO2 transport and storage

to any situations by integrating some of the plants and zones

shown in Fig. 1.

3. EQUATION OF STATE EVALUATION FOR 

CO2 TRANSPORT DESIGN

For the design of a reliable CO2 transport and storage sys-

tem, it is necessary to perform a numerical process simulation

by using a thermodynamic equation of state (EOS). Before an

expensive transport and storage system can be constructed, numeri-

cal process simulations can verify the design of the sequestra-

tion system. To predict the properties of CO2, we compared and

analyzed the relevant forms of EOS, including the Benedict-

Webb-Rubin-Starling (BWRS) form (Benedict et al.[1940]), the

Peng-Robinson (PR) form (Peng and Robinson[1976]), the Peng-

Robinson-Boston-Mathias (PRBM) form (Mathias[1983]) and the

Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) form (Redlich and Kwong[1949],

Soave[1972]). Moreover, to evaluate the predictive accuracy of

the EOS, we compared the numerical calculation results with

experimental reference data (Duschek et al.[1990], Klimeck et

al.[2001]).

We calculated the density of pure CO2 in a pressure of up to

90 bar and a temperature range of -53.15 °C to 66.85 °C. To

verify the predictive capability of the EOS, we used the exper-

Fig. 1. Hypothetical backbone scenario of CO2 transport and storage in a marine geological structure (Huh et al.[ 2009]).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of experimentally measured densities (Duschek et al.[1990]) and calculated densities of pure CO2 (Huh and Kang[2009]).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of experimentally measured densities (Klimeck et al.[2001]) and calculated densities of pure CO2 (Huh and Kang[2009]).
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imental data of Duschek et al.[1990]. The experimental uncer-

tainties were 30 Pa for pressure, 0.003 K for temperature and

0.0015 kg/m3 for densities. Fig. 2 compares the results of each

calculation and measured experimental data for the four types

of EOS: namely, (a) the BWRS, (b) the PR, (c) the PRBM, and

(d) the SRK. The severe variation of the calculated densities

for a narrow change of pressure in Figure 2 represents the two-

phase (liquid and vapor) region of CO2.

In a subcooled liquid region, the BWRS, PR and SRK EOS

showed similar densities with experimental data under condi-

tions of high pressure and low temperature but failed to predict

the densities near the critical state of 73.9 bar and 31.1 °C. The

BWRS EOS in particular showed an error rate of over 50% at a

temperature of 29.85 °C.

A marine geological storage site is generally located at a

depth of more than 800 m under the seabed. The thermodynamic

conditions of the injected CO2 are characterized by a supercrit-

ical state due to the geothermal gradient and hydrostatic pressure.

To check the predictive capability of the EOS in the supercrit-

ical region (over 31.1 °C and 73.9 bar), we calculated the den-

sity of pure CO2 at a pressure of up to 300 bar and a temperature

range of -33.15 to 156.85 °C. We compared the calculation

results with the experimental data of Klimeck et al.[2001]. The

experimental uncertainties were 50 Pa for pressure, 0.01 K for

temperature and |1.2x10-4+1.5x10-3| kg/m3 for densities. Fig. 3

compares the results of each calculation and measured experi-

mental data for the four types of EOS: namely, (a) the BWRS,

(b) the PR, (c) the PRBM, and (d) the SRK. The SRK EOS failed

to predict the density behavior above 26.85 °C and 75 bar and

showed under-estimation rate of over 50% in the supercritical

state. On the other hand, the BWRS, PR and PRBM EOS showed

a good predictive capability in the supercritical state. The

results of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 suggest that the PR and PRBM EOS

are suitable for designing of the CO2 transport and storage process.

Up to now, process design for this CO2 marine geological

storage has been carried out mainly on pure CO2. Unfortu-

Fig. 4. Comparison of CO2-N2 mixture VLE calculation and experimental data at 0 °C (Huh and Kang[2009]).
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nately the captured CO2 mixture contains many impurities such

as N2, O2, Ar, H2O, SOx, H2S. A small amount of impurities can

change the thermodynamic properties and then significantly

affect the compression, purification and transport processes. In

this paper, we analyze the predictive capability of EOS for

CO2-N2 mixture including PR, PRBM, Redlich-Kwong-Soave

(RKS) (Redlich and Kwong[1949], Soave[1972]) and SRK. To

evaluate the predictive accuracy of the EOS, we compared the

numerical calculation results with experimental Vapor Liquid

Equilibrium (VLE) data of Dorau et al.[1983], Arai et al.[1971],

and Muirbrook and Prausnitz[1965]. Fig. 4 compares the results of

each calculation and measured experimental data for the four

types of EOS: namely, (a) the PR, (b) the PRBM, (c) the RKS,

and (d) the SRK. In the figures, ‘bubble’ represents the transi-

tion between liquid phase and two-phase region and ‘dew’ rep-

resents the transition between vapor phase and two-phase

region. All EOSs well predicted the dew point pressure for

given mole fraction variations. On the other hand, there are

large variations in predictive capabilities for bubble point pres-

sure. As the concentration of impurity increase or the absolute

value of binary parameter, kij, increase, the prediction error

increase. Generally, the nitrogen concentration of the captured

CO2 mixture from the power plant and steel-making plant is

lower than 15%. It is reliable to use the above EOSs.

In calculating the VLE behavior of the CO2-N2 mixture, the

interaction between the carbon dioxide molecules and the

nitrogen molecules are modeled with the binary parameter,

kij. To carry out more reliable CCS process design, it is nec-

essary to obtain and use more accurate binary parameters for

the different molecular interactions. To obtain the optimized

binary parameter, we quantified the prediction accuracy of

EOS with mean absolute percent error (MAPE) defined as

Eqn. (1). The subscript ‘exp’ means the experimental data

and ‘cal’ means the calculation value. And N represents the

Fig. 5. Comparison of CO2-N2 mixture binary parameter kij at 0 °C (Huh and Kang[2009]).
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total number of data. In this paper, we considered only the

nitrogen impurity.

(1)

Fig. 5 shows the results of MAPE for each calculation with

the four types of EOS: namely, (a) the PR, (b) the PRBM, (c)

the RKS, and (d) the SRK. The PR EOS shows maximum

9.1% error for whole range of the binary parameter and min-

imum error 5.7% was estimated at kij = -0.02. The PRBM

EOS shows maximum 8.8% error for whole range of the

binary parameter and minimum error 5.0% was estimated at

kij= -0.06. The RKS EOS shows maximum 40.0% error as the

binary parameter increase and minimum error 5.3% was esti-

mated at kij = -0.02. Finally, the SRK EOS shows maximum

18.6% error for whole range of the binary parameter and

minimum error 4.7% was estimated at kij = -0.02.

4. CO2 TRANSPORT FOR CCS APPLICATION

One of the largest emission sources of CO2 in Korea is the

POSCO steel-making plant. The daily emission rate of the

POSCO plant in the city of Pohang is about 70,000 tons per

day. The CO2 emitted in the steel-making process is captured

by an ammonia absorption process or a pressure swing adsorp-

tion process. The nearest storage site is a depleted gas reser-

voir, the Donhae-1 gas reservoir, which is located in the south-

east offshore area of the Korea peninsula. As shown in Fig. 6,

this site is feasible: the CO2 captured at the POSCO plant in

Pohang can be transported via the onshore and offshore region

and then injected into the Donhae-1 reservoir. A conceptual

schematic of the CO2 transport and storage process is that the

captured and preprocessed CO2 of plant 1 is transported from

Pohang through zone 1 (the onshore pipeline) and zone 2 (the

offshore pipeline), as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 6.

In onshore and offshore pipeline transport design, it is nec-

essary to consider not only pressure drop but also heat transfer.

A change in the temperature of the CO2 due to heat transfer

between the fluid and the atmosphere can cause a variation of

thermophysical properties. To obtain optimum transport design

conditions, designers of transport systems should consider a

change of density, as well as any topographical variation in the

offshore transport region. The inclination of the pipeline can

also change the hydrostatic pressure gradient. Thus, real condi-

tions should be carefully considered. We assumed there was no

topographical variation in the onshore transport region, zone 1.

In other words, the horizontal pipe flow condition was used in

the onshore pipeline transport calculation. For the offshore

pipeline transport region, we calculated the inclined pipe flow

by considering the topographical variation. In the near shore

area, there is a large gradient of level. Fig. 7 shows the simpli-

fied topographical variation of the offshore transport region,

zone 2. The lengths of the onshore zone 1 and offshore zone 2

are 100 km and 65 km. To calculate the heat transfer of CO2

inside the pipeline, we used a constant environmental temperature

MAPE
1

N
----

Pexp Pcal–

Pexp

---------------------- 100%×∑=

Fig. 6. Onshore and offshore transport of CO2 from the steel-making

plant of POSCO (Huh et al.[2009]).

Fig. 7. Simplified topographical variation in the offshore transport

region (Huh et al.[2009]).
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condition for the onshore pipeline transport region. Because

there is a temperature change with depth in the seawater, the

temperature variation with depth was considered in the off-

shore pipeline transport region. The seawater temperature change

with depth is shown in Fig. 8. There is a large temperature change

at a depth of 100 m to 150 m. In this paper, we analyzed the

winter season (February) and summer season (August) process

design cases considering the seawater temperature variation

conditions. Except the surface condition, seawater temperature

of summer season is lower than that of winter season due to the

current of seawater in the transport and storage site area.

The pressure drop and heat transfer of CO2 from the capture

and preprocess site, plant 1, to the storage site before zone 3

was calculated with Aspen Plus. Fig. 9 and 10 show the pres-

sure and temperature change along the flow direction in the

onshore and offshore pipeline transport region, respectively.

The temperature and pressure shown in the legend table repre-

sent the inlet temperature and pressure of zone 1. In this calcu-

lation, we assumed that the captured and transported CO2 flow

rate was 5000 tons per day and that the outer environmental air

Fig. 8. Seawater temperature change with depth in the offshore

transport region.

Fig. 9. Pressure change with length in the onshore and offshore CO2 transport pipeline.

Fig. 10. Temperature change with length in the onshore and offshore CO2 transport pipeline.
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temperature were 5 °C (winter season) and 30 °C (summer sea-

son) in the onshore pipeline transport region, zone 1. The lengths of

the onshore zone 1 and offshore zone 2 are 100 km and 65 km,

and the pipeline diameter is 0.3 m for both regions. In Fig. 9

and 10, the left-hand side of the 100 km point represents the

onshore pipeline transport region whereas right-hand side of

the 100 km point represents the offshore pipeline transport

region. The CO2 pressure decreases with the length of the pipe-

line transport due to frictional loss but increases slightly in the

100 km region. As shown in Fig. 7, the configuration of the

Fig. 11. Density change with length in the onshore and offshore CO2 transport pipeline.

Fig. 12. Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the onshore and offshore CO2 transport pipeline in a low pressure condition.
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horizontal pipeline changes at the 100 km point due to the

topographical variation. A declining pipeline flow causes a

slight pressure buildup due to the hydrostatic pressure gradi-

ent. As shown in Fig. 9, the pressure compensation for the

pressure drop caused by friction force and pressure builds up as

a result of hydrostatic force. The pressure drop of the CO2

shows similar behavior except for a high inlet temperature of

85 °C and a low inlet pressure of 130 bar. In that case, the pres-

sure drop of the CO2 in summer season shows more severe

pressure losses than that of winter season. Because the density

of CO2 in summer season subsea pipeline is higher than that of

winter season.

The temperature of the CO2, as shown in Fig. 11, decreases

with the length of the pipeline transport. The temperature drop

along the flow direction increases as the inlet temperature

increases. Because the density of CO2 increases with a decrease

of temperature and an increase of pressure and the heat capac-

ity of the CO2 flow increases with a decrease of temperature

and an increase of pressure. Therefore, the low heat capacity of

the CO2 flow shows a larger temperature drop due to the heat

transfer. The temperature drop of the CO2 shows similar behav-

ior. On the other hand, a flow with a high inlet temperature and

a low inlet pressure shows more a severe temperature drop as

pressure drop. In that case, the temperature drop of the CO2 in

summer season shows more severe heat losses than that of win-

ter season due to low seawater temperature in the subsea con-

ditions. The low seawater temperature affects the pressure,

temperature and density of CO2 in subsea pipeline and makes

higher heat loses, pressure drop and increment of density.

And also, severe variations in pressure, temperature and den-

sity, as shown in Fig. 12, are due to the fact that the conditions

of a high inlet temperature and low inlet pressure flow pass

thorough near the critical condition. Thermophysical proper-

ties generally show severe variations near the critical condi-

tion. On the other hand, the higher inlet pressure cases do now

show the severe variation of pressure, temperature and density.

Because the higher inlet pressure cases gain enough pressure

margin. But this means increase of initial construction cost.

Hence, a more careful design of the transport system is strongly rec-

ommended near the critical condition.

In the offshore transport region, the transport of a huge

amount of CO2 by vessel can be an alternative option, depend-

ing on the distance and the quantity of CO2 to be transported as

shown in Fig. 13. Although the construction cost of the pipe-

line is very expensive, the pipeline can safely and continually

sequestrate large volume of CO2. On the other hand, shipping

transportation can be effective if the ship gathers a small vol-

ume of CO2 from several places and delivers the CO2 over a

long distance.

5. CONCLISIONS

To mitigate climate change and global warming, we have

developed technologies for marine geological storage of CO2.

Fig. 13. CO2 transport scenario for CCS application in Republic of Korea.
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In this paper, we offer our analysis and deductions about the

major design parameters for the construction of an onshore and

offshore CO2 transport system. We also present a hypothetical

scenario of the CO2 transport and storage process.

For the design of a reliable CO2 transport and storage sys-

tem, it is necessary to perform a numerical process simulation

by using a thermodynamic EOS. We compared and analyzed

five types of EOS: the BWRS, the PR, the PRBM, the RKS,

and the SRK. To evaluate the predictive accuracy of the EOS,

we compared the numerical calculation results with experimen-

tal reference data and we suggested the optimized binary parame-

ters considering interactions between CO2 and N2. Based on the

comparison results, we concluded that the PR and PRBM EOS

were the most suitable for the design of the CO2 transport and

storage process. On the basis of our hypothetical scenario, we

study how the thermodynamic conditions of CO2 affect the

fluid flow behavior and thermal characteristics of the pipeline

transport system.

Finally, we suggest CO2 transport options, depending on the

distance and the quantity of CO2 to be transported for CCS appli-

cation in Republic of Korea.
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